Our goal is the highest mountain in the Alps, the Mont Blanc 4810m. Thanks to a helicopter flight up to the Piton des Italiens on the Italian side of Mont Blanc, we can realize the Mont Blanc climb in a day. From Piton des Italiens, we climb via the Dôme du Goûter and Bosses ridge to the summit of Mont Blanc. In case of good snow conditions, we can ski the north side directly from the summit down to Chamonix with a vertical drop of 3500vm. Join us for one of the most beautiful routes in the Alps.

Why with HELI-GUIDES und GUIDEMONTEROSA:

Now for over 20 years, the team of Heli Guides and Guide Monterosa operates in Aosta Valley and since 2012 in addition, HG and GM is operating with its own helicopter company GM Helicopters in Courmayeur. We love ski touring and we have been working in this industry for decades, at first-class ski touring locations around the world. We know what it takes to build an awesome ski touring trip. You benefit from our expertise and knowledge of our areas and in additional we can offer a maximum of individuality and flexibility. Our highly experienced IFMGA/UIAGM guides will select the best routes according to the snow conditions and your ability. Always keeping safety first, their goal is to help you fulfill your dreams and expectations.

Snow condition and best period:

The best ski touring time for the Mont Blanc is from beginning/mid of April till season end, on the 15.05. In this period we usually find good conditions for our climb up and good snow conditions for the descent.

Group size:

For our Montblanc ascent, we work with a maximum of two participants per mountain guide (depending on the conditions, we can reduce it to a 1 client experience). With this group size, we can guarantee a maximum on individuality and flexibility.

Hotel:

We are happy to organize your accommodation. Please contact directly our office Info@Heli-Guides.com or Info@heliskicourmayeur.com

Itinerary:

The meeting point is at 6.30a.m. in our office in the hangar in Entreves (at the cable car station of Val Veny cable car). Welcome, presentation of the program and equipment check. The program with the ascent of Mont Blanc via the Dôme du Goûter and the Bosses ridge depends on the avalanche, snow and weather conditions.
Mont Blanc 4810m climb in one day with a heli flight Courmayeur (I) 2021

Where we are:

Our office and helicopter base is located nearby the Val Veny and the Skyway cable car in Courmayeur. You will find us in Google Maps: HELISKI-COURMAYEUR Address: Heliski-Courmayeur Elisuperficie Franco Garda Loc. Entreves - P.le Funivie Val Veny I-11013 Courmayeur (AO) Phone +39 366 6292888

Requirements:

You will need to be a safe off-piste skier in all snow conditions. Physical fitness for up to 1,000vm ascent (with skins and on foot with crampons at high altitude over 4000m) and subsequent descent down to Chamonix. Experience with crampons and ice axe is highly recommended.

Additional costs:

Lifts in necessary, lunch, drinks, taxi and bus transfers to Courmayeur (also for the mountain guide), rental equipment and all other services not included.

Included services:

- Mountain guide service IFMGA/UIAGM (1 touring/skiing day)
- 1 helicopter flight to Piton des Italiens
- Special rental rates for touring equipment
- Special rental rates for safety equipment ABS backpack, avalanche transceiver, probe and shuffle
- If requested, organization of accommodation/hotel

Price per person (daily starting from March until 15.05. depending on weather- snow- and avalanche conditions):

- 1 participant – 1690.00 Euro
- 2 participants – 895.00 Euro per person

Cancellation insurance and health insurance:

We always recommend a trip cancellation insurance, baggage insurance as well as travel and accident insurance.